
Always

increase my

knowledge

Progress to

a higher

position in

my job

See products

I developed

on the

shelves
Anime

Online

Streaming /

Games +

Cosplay

Video

Games -

League of

Legends

Jasmin Schröder 

32 years old

Married

Stuttgart, Germany

Bachelor in Chemistry

Senior Chemist 

Cosplay

Conventions

Watch Movies

and Series -

Netflix and

Disney

Technology

Events

Would spend up

to 150 euros to

attend a

convention or

an event

Interested in

purchasing

character

costumes

Videos

Games

Conventions

Husband not

interested but

still joins for

some events,

movies and

video games

Share common

interests with

some of her

friends

Share common

interests with

some of her

friends

"To excel in my field, I have to think outside of the

box and not be willing to constantly try new ideas."

"If the first idea does not work, I go back to the

books to research for new methods that I can

implement."

Likes:

- Creating new products

- Good income

- Enjoys seeing her creations being used

by people

- Low personal interactions

- A degree of freedom

and creativity

Dislikes:

- Sitting in a closed lab all day

- Contact of chemicals with skin

- Use of special hygiene products that

are specifically made for customers

- Working time is not regular

Prefers to be

alone when

doing tasks that

require

concentration

Difficult to find

common

activities

between my day

job and life

interests

Enjoy

personal life

to the best of

my

possibilities

Try to find a

balance

between

personal life,

work and

hobbies

Work hard to

reach my

goals and

become

Independent

Go to Tokyo

Disneyland

(Super Mario)

Prefers to not

spend her

money on

materialistic

items

Saves

money to

spend on

experiences

Willing to

travel long

distances to

attend events

Try to make

people more

interested in

Chemistry

Involve her

husband in

her hobbies

and activities

Karen Schmidt-Valois 100636 - Hani Mattar 100678 

Not planning

to have kids

anytime soon


